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ABSTRACT
This guide is designed to help the driver education

teacher understand the reading process. It caves suggestions for
implementing reading instruction and for identifying the reading
skills that a student will need in order to become proficient in the
area of driver education. Recognition of words is the primary
of the first part of the document, and specific vocabulary
developMent activities center on lists of essential vocabulary words
for drivers. Methods for presenting these words are sugglested. Also
-included are a sample lesson on teaching with a firm, activities
telated to driver education designed to develop study skills, and
methods df making assignments to students. (Author/MKM)
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DRIVER /,\ND TRAFFIC SAFETY :DUCATION

INTRODUCTION

Todav's '.4econdary Classroom.teacher 16 faced with the problem of

'students.. who Jack reading 411114s needed for adequate study of all materials

required in t subject al-eas. It is, therefore, the teacher's.responsi-
.

bility,to provide a progrzim that meets the basic needs of each student to
?

understand the $ubject aS fully as his capabilities will allow to JevPien

,
the.skills necessary for this underAanding.

f.The Driver Education In-Service Program for teachers should be oriented

ward an understanding of reading skills and their importance in helping

students gain knowledge.

'. This program will buil&the background of the driver education

0

! instructor d help him to understand the reading process; it will provtde

the infor tion that will'help him to make reading instruction a basic

of he teaching of his subject; and it will assist him in learning how

Co loiet mine each student's proficiency in reading his subject and to identify

the r ading skillg in which a student needs to be proficient in order to

ach ve success.in his subject.
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'WORD RECOGNITION4- .

4

WORD LIST SIMPLIFIED MEANING FOR SLOW READERS

I. Abutment End of a bridge railing

2. Accelerate Speed up

3. Accident Wreck

4. Blind spot
Position that a driver of a car cannot see.

5. Braking dfstance How far will it take you to stop?

6. By-pass Route around a town

7. 'Carbon Monoxide Colorless, orderless gas

8. Center of gravity Middle of an object

9. Colorsblind Can't tell one color from another

10. Compensate Make up for

11. Decision making To think what tdido

12. Defensive driving Watching ()IA for other cars

13. Depth perception 149w far is it to that car

m) _14 Dfreetional hich, way

'15: Evasive action Can u miss that car?

16. Fatalities Deaths

17. Fatigue -Tired

10. Following dist 'How far away is the car in front?

19. Friction/ against'something

20. Gravliy Holds the car on the road

21. Hand o r hand steering Using both hands while turning

22. /hi aim steering Watching the roadway ahead while driving

2 drbolaning Sliding over a thin sheet of water

Intoxicated Drunk

Intersection Two or more streets coming together

Jump starting

27. Kipetic energy

Starting a car from another car's battery

Energy of motion



40RD LIST

28. lasticlear change

29. Maneuver
1

30. Merge

WORD RECOGNITION con't

SIMPLIFIED MEANING roll SLOW READERS

To avoid a wreck

To turn

To come together
4

31. Odometer Shows the amount of miles on a car s

32. Oversteering To turn too much

33. Overtaking

34. Pedestrian

35. Perception

36. Point system

37. Reaction

38. Restraint

39, Reflectorize
\

40. Shifting

.141. Signal

42. Speed

43. Space cushion

Stopping distance

4i

45. Tailgate

46. Triction,

47. Turn indicator,

48.% Traffic

49. U Turn

'50. Uniform Vehicle Code

51. Violation

52. Warning sign

Yield

To "catch" another car from tiehind

it
,A person walking along a roadway

To see
44

t'

Penalhity system for traffic violators

To act

To hold (A seat belt)

Shines in the dark

Change gears

Tell the directton you will turn

How fast you are going -

Distance-between your car and other cars

How far it takes you to stop

Followin"g another car too closely

Tires gripping the roadway

Turn Ognal

Alfrvehicles that use the roads

To coMpletely change directions

Traffic las*

Breaking a traffic lawNe

A sign that tells of danger

Lett1n5 the other driver g-o first

4I



ALLEN 115T OF 1001.10RDS OF HICHEST FREQUENCY BY RANK ORDER

1. the

2. of

_

1: and )

4. a_

.

5. to

6. ifi

3. is

8. that

9. was

10.. he

11._ it

12. for
,

13. AB

14. on

15. wIth

16. his

17. at

18. bet

19. are
_._

20. . you

N

21. 1

22. this

23. by

24. from

25. they

26.

27.

28.

had

not
t

'or

1. can

52. out

53. up

16.

77.

78.

how

may

over%

. c...

29. havet 54. -about 79. made

30.

,

but 55A so
V -...

80. did

31. one 56. them 81. new

32. what' 57. our 82. after

33: were 58. into --, 83. most

34. an 59. some 84. way

1

35. which 60.- other 85. down

/

36. there 61. then 86. see

,,,--

37. e 62. these 87. people

38. 11. 63. its 88. any

39. 64. then 89. where

. 40. st 65. two 90. through

41. when 66. time 91. me

42...
%

will 67. could 92. man

41. said 68. your 93. before

44.
.

her 69. many 94. back

45. do 70. like 95. much

% 46. has 71. first 96. just

(

47. him 72. each\\ 97. little

48. if 73. only 9. very

49. no 74. now s99. long

50. more N\ 75. my 100. good

/

Roach Van Allen and Richard Venezky,. Lan ua e Ex eriences in Readin (Chicago,

Illinois: Encyclopaddia Brittanica Educational Corporation, 197 .
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Bus Stop
Cautiod
Combustible
Don't Walk
Po Not Cross, us
Do Not Enter
Do Not Stand Up
Doctor (Dr.)
Emergency Eiit
Entrance
Exit
Exit Only
Flammable
Gasoline
In

Out
Pedestrians Prohibited
Police (Station)
Private
Smoking Prohibited
Walk 16

Warning
All Cars (Trucks) Stop
Bridge Out
Bus Only
Caution
Construction Zone
Curve
Danger
Dangerous Curve
Dead End
Deer (Cattle) Crossing
,Petour
Dim Lights
Dip
Do Not Block Walk (Driveway)
Do Not Enter
Drifting Sand
Drive Slowly

Tunnel

WILSON'S ISSENTIAL VOCABULARY

(Modiftied for Drivers)

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

50.

52.

3.

is5

\56.

5 7 .

58.

59.

60.

61.

6.
63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

78.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

,

Emergency Vehiclt,s Only
End 45
End Construction
Entrance
Exit Only
-Exit Speed 30

Falling Rocks
Flooded
.Floods When Raining
Four Way Stop
Freeway
Garage
Go Slow.
Hospital Zone
Inspection Station
Junction 101-A Keep to
the Right -(Left)

Lane Ends
Lffst Chance for'Gis
Left Lane Must Turn L
Left Turn on this Si
Left Turn Only
Left Turn-0.K,
Loading Zone
Look
Look Out for the Cars
Listen
M.P.H.
Mechanic on Duty
Men Working
Merge Lef (Right)
lftrging.Traffic
No Left Turn

78. No Turns
79. NO U Turns

ot a Through Street
ne 'Way Do Not Enter

82. One Way Street
83. Pavement Ends
04. Playground
85. Proceed at Your Own Rif

86. Private Road
87. R. R.
88. Railroad Crossing
89.\\Resume Speed
90. Right Lane Must Turn

Right
Right Turn Only

. Road Closed
Road Ends
School Stop

. School Zone

. Slide Area
Slippery When Wet(Ftos
Slow Down
Slower Traffic KeOp Ri:

. Speed Checked by Radar
Steep Grade
Stop

. Stop Ahead
Stop for Ped4trians
Stop Motor
Thislane May Turn Lef,
This Road Patrolled by
Afrcraft

108. Three Way Light
109. Turn Off 1/2)Mile
110. Turn Off
411. Traffic Circle
112. Truck Route
113. Unloading Zone
114. Use Low Gear
115. Watch for Flagman
116. Watch for Low Flying

Aircraft
117. Winding Road
118. Yield
119. Yield Right of Way

91

92

93
94

95

96

al Only 97
98
99

100
101

(Trucks) 102

103
104
105

106.

107.

No Parking
No Plssing
No Right Turn
No Right Turn on Red light

, No Standing
No Stopping



EFFECTIVE WAYS OF TEACHING THESE WORDS

There are RI:any effective ways that a concerned teacher can teach

the preceding words to slow readers-in a driver education class. The

following section deals with some methods that have proved reliable

in the past.

A. Context Clues

-1. Definition - learning the meaning of a word from clues_

that are found iu surrounding words in,the

sentence or paragraph.

2. Sample exercise:
Directions: Write the missing word i,n the blank.

a. The collision occurred because a driver failed to MLA)

the r1ght-of-y4y.

b. To protect your car from cold weatherANTIFftenis
poured into the radiaror.

c. A PEDESTRIAN is a person who walks along the roadway.

dr The driver of the car had to paY, the damages.because he-

failed to get INSURANCE coverage.

e. thespasoomemis the instrument which tells a driver
how fast h6 is going.

f. If your car won't start, one of the first items o check

is your FUEL gauge.

B. Phonics Skills

I. Definition The system.of deKribilig the relationship between

the sounds and written symliols that/make up words.

2. It should be understood by the driver education teacher'

that we ar4 ngt including a thorough course in phonics.

Phonics go far beyond the scope that a high school'teacher

should be concerned with. Most elementary schools use
all.epects of Phonics in t eir teaching activities.

11)3. Prefixes and suffixes - Man times a student can learn
the meaning of a word by recognizing common prefixes and

p§uffixes. Some examples are as follows:

Prefixes Suffixes

alti height
anti,- against

centri center
chrome,- time

ize to make ,

er one who

-ation the act of

or the state of

t,
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Prefixes

con with
ex out of
tele- distance

C. Picture Clues

Suffixe%. _

con the act of

y to make

I. Definition This is the ability to look at a picture
and then recognize the words or phraSes represented.

2. Exercises:

Directions Study the two shapes below and answer the

-following questions either true or false.

1. Bystheir shape alone, you should recognize both these signs.

2. Sign number one means stop.

3. It is not necessary to come to a full stop at a stop sign.

4. The inverted triangle always means to yield the right-of-way.

5. You must always stop at a yield sign.

Directi4ns - The following signs can be "read" by non-readers.

Have one student tell the ciats the meaning of

each sign.

COMPREHENSION

-

It must be realized here th comprehAsion is not a single

A reader must learn to ticipate outcomes, compare

and Contrast, to make generalizations, recognize relationships

such as cause and effect, recognize details, and organize

information. ,

The following are,some exercises t at will help teac4_these skills

while teaching the content of the s bject matter.

9



B. 'Examples:

1. Directions - Read the following paraqraph on ni9ht drivin9.

Write the answers to the questions which follow the story.

Night_Driving

In driving at night, you may become aware that your eyes are unusually

sensitive to brightness, and have the accompanying difficulty of adapting

to darkness, or .to dimly lit objects. This problem can be met through

the use of medically prescribed lenses. You should avoid the use of

sunglasses.at night and wh)le driving through tunnels of any length, as

should everyone. The wiribshield of your car should not be tinted as

this decreases visibility at night and has proved to be dangerous.

There are some sensible precautions to be taken at night. Sealed

beam headlights include two beams-one for normal driving, and one to be used

_when vehicles are app.roachina you, or in fog. If you meet vehicles

whose drivers do not depress their headlight beams, develop the habit

of not looking directly into the light, but to one side. The retina

of a normal eye will be affectd0 when exposed to a bright liaht for one

second. When the Tight is removed, it may take a full minute for the

retina to return to its normal function. This might mean that the driver

who loots directly into bright headlights could be partially blinded

for a full minute. At 30 mph, in one second this could be 44 feet,

in which distance much can happen.

1. The part of the eye fhat is affected by the Oaring headlights

of an oncomina ear is tW.'

A. Cornea g r -

B. Iris

C. Retina
1.

6. Lens 4

2. Which of the following is not a helpful factor when driving at night?

h. Prescription glasses
B. Contact lenses
C. Sunglasses .

D. Tinted windshield
4

3. When meeting a vehicle with its tights on "bright" you should:

A.% Blink your eyes frequently
B. Stare into the oncqming lights
C. Steer your car to the right
D. Do not look directly into the oncoming lights

2. Directions:
ww,

The following is an exercise in listening comprehension,

The teacher can make a cassette tape of twentV or more sounds.

These sounds'can be of automobiles, motorcycles, thunder, rain, or any

easily recognized sound. TV tape is played in classaand the students

-\ 10
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This is a sample lesson that 'F,ies as t;r1 exami e the teaching of a film.

1The film i!: entitled "Mixing with Motorcycles". Th s is a ..).1 minute color tIlm

which 1.; available from Aetna Fife and Casualty.

TEACIIING monn
Y. _ _ - -7_

UNIT CONTENT

As fhe title suggests, thin unit provides information, examples ansi driving

experiences enabling the si'.udent drive4.to interact with motorcycles with an impto.ved

chance.of sv9id1ng collision with them.. Ii is hoped that this Unit can irtrprove the

chances forfinotorists and cycllsts as well.
The problem of identifying mOtoreveles in a traffic mix in dealt with as well as

some of the characteristic behaviors of motorcycles that are trot expected.of larger

vehicles.
..

Raving been thUs oriented in the first portion of the film, the sttident driver Is

then given the opportunity to develop and demonstratX his proficiency in milking

identifications.' and Tredictions abOut motorrycles in traffic ,and in making appropriate
,

deci ions to avoid conflict with them.

1- ,GENERAL OBJECTIVE

To learn to successfully Share the highway with motorcycles and to redUce the

frequency of mOtorcycle/motor vehicle collisions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

- more frequently identify motorcycles in'the traffic.
mix through an increased awareness of the identification problem

- make more accurate peedictions concerning probably motorcycle actions

make better decisions for interacting with motorcycles

- apply IPED and its sub-strategies to avoid motorcycle/motor vehicle collision.

//fTWORDS

STABILITY Capability of remaining in steady (uTright) pOsition.

4!ANEUVERABILITY - Capability of making quick, sharp changes of direction and speed.

ROAD DEBRIS - Inanimate, foreign objects ln roadway that cyclists will swerve'to
avoid such as bottles, branches, etc. .

OFFSET POSITION - Staggered position of two br more motorcycles on roadway maintained

to pmvide space cushion for esch.

1

1

9 11



v

-list all the sounds they can Yemember.

3. Oirections: The teachers can describe a traffic situation or

a.traffic accident orally to the class. After paying careful attention

to the descriptilon, the class members then draw a picture that describes

the situation.

41- /-\

1
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StUDy:SKILLS

^Or'
. .

'Tpe foll.owing
actiiIiitiesAire.designed to develop study skiLls.

4

Us ing_the_ Dictionary. . 44,,....

. %

Directiond- Use your dictiohry or textbook to,loctrte'the term below.

Write the meaning of_eadi term. Use .the'mehn-ing,as it relate's to driving

as possible.
..

1, Attitude
2. Cylinder
3. Exhaust
4. Shoulder
5. Vapor lock

Recall

Directions,- Match the,word in collam A With the sign shape in column

,Column A
!,

1. 1 'S top 4'

2, Yield
3. Railroad
4. Interstate
5. No Turns

Evaluation

Zolumn B .

Ic

The actiVity below is designed to develop skill in evaluation, using

the dictionary and textbook, and recall.

Directions: Read each sentence and decide-if the statement is fact or

opinion. Beside each number write F for fact and 0,for opinion.

1. Alcohdl ill a depressant type drug..

2.. Most people prefer four door autOmobiles.

3. A perstin who has good peripheral vision can see to each side

while looking straight ahead.

4. "Getting the big picture': means seeing all around you.

5. Automatic transmissions are better than standard shift transmissions.

6. Most people had rather drive on interstate highways than on two

lane roads.

7. Between the Ages-of sixteen and twenty are dangerou years ftr

young drivers.

8. Buying a good us'ed car is not easy.

9. Chevrolees are the fastest cars on the road. .-

10. Carbon monoxide orms as A result of incomplete combuStion.

'
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INTRODlitTORY0ACTIVITIEs'
-

1. -Any cycliols in class? Take a look at the motorcycle/motorist vehicle

problem from their point of view,

> (

2. Reviw local and/or national statistics to reinforce the neel fol thig kind .

of unit.

3/ To Mve students a "quickie" idea o'Nlart of the identification problem, shdw

a box of plying cardVor pack of cigarettes) broadside. Then, turn it so

, itd.edge is eoward the 'class, relating the edge view to motorcycles in traffic,

the broadside view to other moton vehicles.

4.- Be aure sttidents understand that all motorcyclists are not "'bad guys" any more,

than all other motorists are all "good guys". There is no-difference ... rgood

and bad on both sides.- Each have equal rights and must learn to share the

highways with each other.'

5. Although some cyclists' actions -1.1 this unit may not be representative of the

very best motoecycle behavior, they are in no wey intended to discredit

motorcyclists'.

Similar to experiekces with erratic motorists in other units, these sitUations

are structured to strengthen the lesson in terms et preparing drivers for what

can happen in the reallwOrld.

FILM PRESENTATION

REINFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

1. When students stop at the curb and secure their cars approximately half way through

the film, make a mark on the film reel so that yoou can rewind to this point and

re-run this last portion again for additional practice. (The mark will only have

to be made once.)

2. Ask the cyclists in the claps who commented-before the film was shown for their

comments now.

3. With ttie class, develop and discuss a list of local areas that have 4 history of

'vehicle/cycle collisions and other areas where cyclists are usually "in abundance".

4. With the class, develop a list of keywords that describe typical motorcyc1e

behaviors and characteristics, knowledge of which can help reduce the freq4enCy of

collisiont

r.



MAKING ASSIG4AKNTS.

this sfction deals with the proper methods of making assignmentszto your

studentik

Directions: Have students follow the procedure outlined below- tor a 8tudV

assignment.

Either give the students a written copy or have them qOpy ehe asstgnment on

paper as you give it.. This will make the student understand exactly what is

expected'of him.

Locate

Have the students locate all unfamiliar-word4An a rOading assignment.

They can find the meanings eithiv in tbe text or a dictionary.

Re'ad

Be sure each-student reads the assignment throughlY. Have him-take notes

andAturd them in to you. Ask the students to be prepared to ask intelligent

questions concerning the assignments. When it is possible, inform the student

as to where they can find additional information on the subject.

Never
1

Make hurried assignments as the students are leaving the classroom. This

makes for unprepared students and unsuccessful classes. .

IP

I.

15
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